Limited Warranty
Exmark Manufacturing Company, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as Exmark) extends a limited warranty as
described below on each new Exmark ROV it assembles and on each genuine Exmark ROV part and
accessory assembled and sold by an authorized Exmark ROV dealer. The limited warranty on an
Exmark ROV is extended to the original retail purchaser for the time periods described below; however,
the balance of the remaining warranty may be transferred to another party. Warranty coverage is only
available in the country in which the original retail purchase occurs to the original retail purchaser
resident in that country or to a transferee resident in that country of the balance of the remaining
warranty.
Exmark warrants only the products it assembles and/or sells and does not warrant that other products
will function properly when used with an Exmark ROV or will not damage the ROV. Exmark does not
assume any liability for incidental or consequential damages.
Exmark will repair or replace, at its option, free of charge (including any related labor charges), any
parts that are found to be warrantable in material or workmanship. This repair work MUST be done by
an authorized Exmark ROV dealer. No transportation charges, rental charges, or inconvenience costs
will be paid by Exmark. The warranty is validated upon examination of said parts by Exmark or an
authorized Exmark ROV dealer. Exmark reserves the right to inspect such parts at its factory for final
determination if warranty should apply.
The warranty periods are as follows:
1. One year from the original date of sale or 1000 operational hours, whichever occurs first.
2. Thirty days from the original date of sale of an Exmark ROV on batteries.
Exclusions to this warranty include normal wear, abuse, or corrosion and the following parts and items:
Tires
Drive/Driven Clutch Wear Parts
Oil Filter
Drive Belt
Air Filter
Torn or Punctured Upholstery
Brake Pads
Cracks or Gouges in Body Panels
Light Bulbs
Spark Plug(s)
CV Boots
Windshield
The following will VOID Exmark’s warranty:
1. Failure to perform the proper break-in procedure and all related maintenance, storage procedures
(if stored for extended periods), and/or service as recommended in the Operator’s Manual.
2. Repairs and/or adjustments by anyone other than an authorized Exmark ROV dealer.
3. Use of improper gasoline, lubricating oils, or spark plug(s).
4. An accident or subjecting the ROV to misuse, abuse, or negligent operation.
5. Any modification, addition, or removal of parts unless instructed to do so by Exmark.
6. Use of the ROV in any way for racing purposes.
7. Removal of the engine for use in another vehicle.
8. Removal or mutilation of the Vehicle Identification Number or Engine Serial Number.
9. Use of parts not sold or approved by Exmark.
10. Damage due to improper transportation.
Exmark shall not be responsible for and this limited warranty excludes recovery of economic, punitive,
consequential and incidental damages, lost profits, and loss of use. Some states or provinces do not
allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation may not
apply to you. Exmark’s aggregate liability may not exceed the price of the product. The law of the State
of Minnesota shall apply to all claims or disputes, exclusive of its conflicts of law provisions.

IMPLIED WARRANTY EXCLUSION AND DISCLAIMER
To the fullest extent permitted by law, Exmark excludes and disclaims all implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.
If you are not satisfied with warranty service or repairs, you should contact Exmark Manufacturing Company, Inc. at 402-223-6300.
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Warranty Procedure/Owner Responsibility
At the time of sale, an Owner Registration form is to be completed by the selling dealer and
consumer. The receipt of the form by Exmark is a condition precedent to warranty coverage. It
is the selling dealer’s responsibility to retain and/or submit appropriate copies of the form to the
appropriate place(s) to initiate warranty coverage.
The dealer will furnish to the consumer a signed copy of the form which must be presented to
the dealer when requesting warranty service. The registration form is the consumer’s proof of
ownership and warranty eligibility. The form is used by the dealer to validate the warranty claim.
Retain your copy of the form and keep it in a safe place.
When warranty repair is suspected, the ROV should be taken to the selling dealer, who has the
primary responsibility to perform warranty repairs. Subject to the limitations set forth in the Limited Warranty, in the event the selling dealer has ceased to do business, you have moved, or
you are in a location away from your selling dealer, warranty may be performed by any authorized Exmark ROV dealer.
The authorized Exmark ROV dealer will examine the ROV or part to determine if, in his opinion,
a warrantable condition exists. If a warrantable condition appears to exist, the dealer will repair
or replace, at Exmark’s option, free of charge, including any related labor costs, all parts that
are found to be warrantable and any other parts which the warrantable part caused to be damaged. You, the owner, will then be asked to sign a warranty form to ensure Exmark that the warranty work was actually performed.
It is the owner’s responsibility to maintain and service the ROV in accordance with Exmark’s
recommendations in the Operator’s Manual. To protect yourself and your ROV, follow all safety
and service tips. Exmark will NOT warrant repairs required as a result of not performing standard operator maintenance, storage procedures, and service as outlined in the Operator’s
Manual.
Should you have any questions concerning the warranty, contact an authorized Exmark ROV
dealer.
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